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Really Big Watershed Game:   Become a water drop rolling along a river in this life-sized game!   Participants can choose to be a part of the Great  

Miami River, Little Miami River or Mill Creek in their journey to the Ohio River while their pals roll a gigantic dice to decide if they will pick up pollution 

or run across actions that keep the water clean.  This fun activity is great for groups of 15-25 and will cover topics of pollution, watersheds and water    

quality.  Ages 5-12. *20x20 space needed (indoor or outdoor). 
 

Migration Headache  This Project WET activity proves that migration is hard work! This is a competitive activity that has participants act as a migrating 

bird competing for the resources and habitat. (Large space required, preferably outdoors). Ages 8 and up. 
 

Rock Layers in a Rush (Geology you can eat!) Since we don’t have a few million years to watch how the layers of the earth have formed we can model 

some ourselves! We’ll talk about Ohio’s geologic and fossil past, while creating layers of sandstone, limestone, shale and fossils made of Jell-O and   

other yummies. After some demonstrations on how our earth changes and moves, we’ll enjoy our geology snack! Ages 7 and up.  *program designed 

for groups of approximately 30 participants or less. 

Bird Buffet  Not all beaks are the same, which means not ever bird has the same diet! In this adaptation activity children will use different “beaks” to try 

and pick up a variety of food.  Participants will learn what an adaptation is and how important it is to an animal. Afterwards we will learn a little bit 

about birds in Ohio and what we think they can eat! Ages 5-9. 

Supercool Spiders  They can be a little creepy, sure, but spiders are also really important!  We’ll learn all about why spiders are good to keep around, 

all about the latest web styles and about their predatory lifestyle.  Kids will make a spider web craft using paint and marbles to take home! Ages 4-8. 

Edible Soils We don’t call it “dirt”, we call it soil...the special science word that tells us that we are talking about something that makes life on earth  

possible!  We will learn all about soil layers, soil colors and the importance of soil in the world around us.  Afterwards we will enjoy some yummy edible 

soils.  * This program may require a small purchase.  Ages 5-12. 

 

 

Ready for  some hands-on education for your summer group?  The educators at the District provide free educational   

programs in the warm summer months for your libraries, summer camps and scout groups. Don’t see something you like 

here?  Go to our website at www.hcswcd.org/educate to learn more and book a program online or call us at 772-7645. 

Limit to 2 free programs per group in the summer. 

 


